SUPPLIES

Springtime by Lauren Hinds
2” Border Strips
White Cardstock
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Score 12” White cardstock at 3”, 6”, and 9”. Rotate 90 degrees and score at 5 ¾”; fold up (bottom does not meet top) and fold along other score marks to create accordion.

2. Cut V in each panel front approximately 1” down.

3. Start in middle and decorate panels using 2” Border Strips.
   2 – Teal with floral wreath on right side. 3 – Teal with floral wreath on left side. 1 & 2 – Text with watercolor over fold. 1 – Yellow polka dot. 3 & 4 – Text with watercolor over fold. 4 – Yellow polka dot. Trim off excess.

4. Cut 4” piece from each remaining Teal with floral wreath strip; adhere to front of panels 1 and 4.

5. Create tags with notched corners to insert in each album section from remaining 2” Border Strips pieces. Use small pieces to create tag toppers; attach with staples.

6. Decorate front panels with white flags and yellow polka dot triangles as photo corners. Adhere with foam squares.

7. Cut photo mats from half sheet White cardstock for each tag.

8. Adhere front to back on first and last panel.
Create the Look
Teal and Yellow Spring Accordion Album

SAMPLE